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Abstract. This research aims to conduct performance measurement 
efficiency in government and recommends an improvement to 
reduce the delay of submitting Functional Worksheet (FW) through 
Lean Six Sigma methodology. At recent system, the causes of 
delay in submitting FW are human factors i.e. the employee’s 
negligence and technical factor i.e. duplication work in inputing 
data. The employee’s performance measurement takes many times 
so that the leader can evaluate the employee’s FW after 35 days 
and 195 minutes. In this research, Web-Based Functional 
Worksheet Information System was designed as the result of the 
improvement stage of Lean Six Sigma. The Web-Based Functional 
Worksheet Information System improved the recent system in 
submitting FW and reduced the time of finishing the submitting 
FW. Moreover, the leader could evaluate the employee’s FW in a 
day.  

1 Introduction  
From year to year, the growth of service sectors became higher. Therefore, many 
organizations started to pay attention to the efficiency of operations in term of improvement 
[1]. This improvement covered several matters such as product improvement (goods and/or 
services), defects or service errors reducing, more compact operation system, good 
employees’ skills, and others [2].  
 Government as the public service provider was under the pressure to improve the 
efficiency and the quality of public service [3]. It still attempts to improve the quality. 
Nowadays, most people rarely give positive assessment to the public service performance 
[4]. Government should initiate the improvement to remove the negative image of 
community by the effective movement. Therefore, it is important for public service 
organization to measure its performance systematically and consistently to improve its 
organizational management and its community satisfaction of the given services. 
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 Lean Six Sigma concept can be used by an organization to increase the performance as 
well as the efficiency as it still considers the quality, rate, customer satisfaction, and costs 
[5]. Lean Six Sigma, a combination between lean and six-sigma, is defined as the business 
philosophy to identify and eliminate the waste or non-value added activities through 
continuous improvement [6]. This research tries to apply Lean Six Sigma methodology to 
improve the process quality in governmental sector. 

2 Literature Review  

On previous research, Lean Six Sigma was used as a method to shorten the process, to 
improve the service quality, and to decrease the dissatisfying services in the case of IT 
help-desk service [7]. The result was that the average time of service process in IT help-
desk service was reduced to 79.5 minutes or 47.5% after the previous performance. Total 
Quality Management (TQM) and Lean Six Sigma were used  to improve the quality and the 
punctuality of local government services[8]. Local Financial Department might 
significantly reduce the times to process wages, purchases and accounts’ payable, accounts’ 
receivable and monthly reconciliation. The times to process wages, purchases and accounts’ 
payable, accounts’ receivable, and monthly reconciliation process were reduced to 60%, 
40%, 90%, and 87% respectively. Lean Six Sigma aimed to illustrate its application in call 
center of a services company[5]. The results were the increase of first call resolution ratio, 
decrease of operator earnings, and streamline process. Lean Six Sigma methodology was 
used well to improve the surgery room efficiency in an academic children hospital [9]. Lean 
Six Sigma methodology could be applied appropriately in UK public sector to get the 
benefits and better return of investment[10]. Lean Six Sigma methodology is a good tool to 
be applied in all public organizations to make the efficient and effective processes [11]. 
After the previous researches, this paper aims to conduct an efficient measurement process 
of government position and recommends improvements in order to reduce the delay of 
submitting Functional Worksheet (FW) through Lean Six Sigma method. 

3 Methodology 

The case study focused on the goverment  performance measurement in Boyolali, Central 
Java, Indonesia. In recent system, each employee must measure his/her performance by 
writing his/her efficiency in the Functional Worksheet paper. The Functional Worksheet 
paper should be submitted to the Financial and Asset Management Sub Division at least on 
the 5th of the following months. However, more than 50% of employees did not submit the 
Functional Worksheet papers on time. It was caused by the human factor i.e. the 
employees’ negligence. After that, it was verified. The Financial and Asset Management 
Sub Division should manually re-input the results  to Microsoft Excel which would take 
more time. The input of the same data showed that the recent system was not efficient. 
Lean Six Sigma containing DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control) was 
used to improve the process efficiency of government employees’ performance. Lean Six 
Sigma methodology help us to analyze the performance measurement process and to 
improve the performance measurement efficiency. 

4 Result and Discussion   
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4.1 Definition  

The recent performance measurement process was analyzed which would be accurately 
improved and determine anything needed for the better process. The performance 
measurement efficiency was analyzed by using SIPOC chart (Suppliers, Inputs, Process, 
Outputs, and Customers) in Figure 1.  
Three types of waste were identified in the process as follows:  
 Waiting, the delay of submitting Functional Worksheet caused the Financial and Asset 

Management Sub Division waiting when it must input the data. 
 Transportation, there was an unnecessary stage of transporting the Functional 

Worksheet since it is a non-value added activity.  
 Defect, the Financial and Asset Management Sub Division inputted the Functional 

Worksheet manually, so its error possibility was high.  
Supplier Input Process Output Customer
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Fig. 1. SIPOC Chart 

4.2 Measurement  

The recent performance was measured to be compared with the target. The writers used 
Value Stream Mapping to describe the value added and non value added activities for the 
customers, so the significance and appropriate improvement could be implemented (Figure 
2). At this time, the leader might evaluate the employees’ efficiency value after 35 days and 
195 minutes. The activity details of recent performance measurement can be seen in table 1. 
Table 1 describes the mapping process that consists of Value Added (VA) and Non Value 
Added (NVA), Input (I) and Output (0) item, Controllable (C) and Uncontrollable (U). 
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Fig. 2. Previous Value Stream Mapping System 
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4.3 Analysis  

The data was analyzed and determined the possible improvement. The cause and effect 
chart was used to analyze the problem (Figure 3). The purpose of this chart is to identify the 
various potential causes of the problem.  

Table 1. Process Mapping 

Process Mapping VA/ 
NVA Input/output items I/O C/U 

Employees fill out the 
Functional Worksheet 

VA Functional Worksheet Form  I C 

VA 
The employees write down the activity 
details, work result unit, work volume, 
time 

I C 

VA Measuring the Functional efficiency  I C 

VA Employees Functional Worksheet which 
has been filled out  O C 

Submitting the Functional 
Worksheet to the leader 
one level above  

VA Functional Worksheet of each employee  I C 

VA Functional Worksheet collected based on 
the department O C 

Functional Worksheet 
verification 

VA Functional Worksheet of each employee I C 
VA Functional Worksheet verification O U 

Revision VA Functional Worksheet Form I C 
VA Functional Worksheet Revision  O C 

Submitting the Functional 
Worksheet to the leader 
two levels above  

NVA Employees Functional Worksheet on a 
particular department I C 

NVA Functional Worksheet collectedbased on 
the department O C 

Submitting the Functional 
Worksheet to the 
Financial and Asset 
Management Sub 
Division  

VA Functional Worksheet of each employee I C 

VA 

The Functional Worksheet is submitted  

O C 

Inputing data to Excel NVA Functional Worksheet of each employee I C 
NVA Functional Worksheet is input to Excel O C 

Composing efficiency 
measurement report 

VA The employees efficiency value I U 
VA Efficiency Measurement Report O C 

Submitting report to the 
leader 

VA Efficiency Measurement Report I C 

VA Efficiency Measurement Report is 
submitted to the leader O C 

Evaluation 
VA Efficiency Measurement Report I C 

VA The leader and evaluation of the  
employees efficiency  O U 

4.4 Improvement  

The improvement aims to make changes in the process by eliminating defects, waste, and 
cost. From the previously mentioned problems, it could be found that the performance 
measurement system was not well integrated yet. There were duplication works in inputing 
data. A web-based information system was designed which might improve the performance 
measurement process (Figure 4). It is dynamic application–a combination between database 
and world wide web – to compact the process so the data processing and distribution 
become faster and easier [12]. By the web-based information system, the leader may 
evaluate the employees’ performance on the day (Figure 5). In table 2, comparison between 
the recent system and the web-based information system were presented.  
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4.5 Control 

The control is conducted to improve the process capabilities. One way in developing the 
control planning is making the standard operating procedures (SOP) as the guidance of the 
performance measurement process implementation [7].  
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Inputing data to Excel
takes a long time

Long submitting
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Many data should
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added stage

Each stage takes a
long time

Bad employees moral

Less strict in giving
penalty

Less supervision

 
Fig. 3. Fishbone Chart 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Image of Information System 
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The Efficiency 
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Process is finished

False

True

420 min 30 min

30 min

 
 

Fig. 5. Value Stream Mapping of Recent System 

Table 2. Time Comparison between the Recent System and Web-Based Information System 

Comparative Factor Recent System Web-Based Information System 
Recording and storage media Microsoft Excel Database is integrated to the system 
Estimated time until the 
evaluation 

35 days 195 
minutes 1 day 
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5 Conclusion 
The problem of employees’ performance measurement was the delay of submitting the 
Functional Worksheet. It was caused by the waste and non value added activities. Lean Six 
Sigma was used to identify and eliminate the waste and non value added activities. Lean 
Six Sigma used simple method called DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, 
Control). The recent performance measurement process takes 35 days and 195 minutes in 
order to be able to be evaluated. The time of performance measurement can be decreased 
by  implementation of Web-Based Functional Worksheet Information System. Moreover,  
the leader can evaluate the employees’ performance on the day. Further research is to make 
the appropriate standard operating procedure as the guidance of the performance 
measurement implementation process. 
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